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Consent for Telehealth Treatment 

My signature below acknowledges that I, (print name) ___________ � consent to 

telehealth treatment with my clinician who agrees to provide me 

with competent professional care and to do their best to be of help to me. 

Standards 

Telehealth services are held to the same ethical and legal standards as in-person sessions. This 

document serves as an addendum to, not a replacement for, our in-office service agreements and 

consent for treatment. 

I acknowledge that I am receiving services provided under a license issued by and limited to practice in 

the State of Maryland. I agree to affirm at the beginning of each session that I am located in the State of 

Maryland at the beginning of and for the duration of the telehealth session. 

Emergencies 

If an emergency should occur during a telehealth session, my provider may consider taking any steps 

necessary to ensure my safety or the safety of others. 

If any emergency arises, including a mental health emergency, I should call 911. 

Technology and Connection 

I understand that telehealth services require that I provide a confidential space of my choosing in which 

the session will not be interrupted. By signing this agreement, I am indicating that I am comfortable 

with the technology needed to render the service. 

I agree to be prepared at the time of my scheduled appointment for my provider to initiate the 

telehealth session. This includes being in an area with reliable signal or internet connection and having 

a charger or sufficient power supply to prevent interruptions. 

I am responsible for providing an internet connection for my computer or a data connection for my 

mobile device. I understand that telehealth service delivery requires a live-streaming video connection 

that may affect my internet service or data service plan limits, if applicable. I hold free from liability The 

Resource Group/Resource Connect and/or my affiliate clinician from any effect telehealth may have on 

my service plan limits. 

Confidentiality and Security 

I understand that my clinician will be in a confidential space free from interruption. During telehealth 

treatment we will discuss confidential, HIPAA-protected treatment information over a secure video 

streaming platform with whom my clinician has signed a Business Associate Agreement per HIPAA 

guidelines. 
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